
Tube - Clear Plastic

Thread - White

Tip - Silver Oval

Tag - GloBrite #4

Rib - Silver Wire

Rear Body - UTC Mirage

Mid Hackle - Silver Doctor Blue Cock

Front Body - Holo Silver

Wing - Yellow Kid Goat, Red Arctic Fox,

            Silver Doctor Blue Fox, Brown Fox and Yellow Fox

Hackle - Silver Doctor Blue cock with Teal Flank over

Eyes - Jungle Cock

Cone - Eumer Silver Medium
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DOCTOR TUBE

Secure the tube in the vice. Tie in the thread and wind down to the rear.

Tie in a length of Silver Oval and take the thread up 2mm. Form a tip

with the Oval. Tie in a length of GloBrite floss and take the thread up

3mm. Form a tag with the floss. Tie in a  length of Silver wire and a

length of UTC Mirage tinsel and take the thread to the midpoint and

trim any waste. Form the rear half of the body with the mirage. Rib with

the wire and trim off. Tie in a Silver Doctor Blue cock hackle by the tip.

Double it and wind 4 turns. The hackles should reach just to the end of

the tube. Tie in a  length of Silver wire and a length of Holo Silver tinsel

and take the thread to the head. Form the front half of the body with the

holo. Rib with the wire and trim off. Take the thread onto the inner tube

and form a small bed to tie onto. Prepare and tie in small bunches of

Yellow Kid Goat (tube length) Red Fox, Blue Fox, Brown Fox and a very

small bunch of Yellow Fox gradually making each layer longer. Trim off

the waste ends every couple of layers as you go and finally bind all in

tightly forming a smooth bed for the hackle. Tie in a Silver Doctor Blue

cock hackle by the tip. Double it and wind 3 or 4 turns. The hackle

should the same length as the mid hackle. Tie in a Teal flank hackle by

the tip. Double it and wind three turns and trim off. Prepare a pair of

Jungle Cock eyes and tie in. Tie off and whip finish. Add a tiny drop of

supergle to the head.

Slide on a Silver Conehead. Cut the inner tube to 2mm and secure by

flaming the end over.




